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ABSTRACT

Recent observational studies aiming to quantify the molecular cloud lifecycle require the use of known ‘reference time-scales’ to
turn the relative durations of different phases of the star formation process into absolute time-scales. We previously constrained
the characteristic emission time-scales of different star formation rate (SFR) tracers, as a function of the SFR surface density and
metallicity. However, we omitted the effects of dust extinction. Here, we extend our suite of SFR tracer emission time-scales by
accounting for extinction, using synthetic emission maps of a high-resolution hydrodynamical simulation of an isolated, Milky
Way-like disc galaxy. The stellar feedback included in the simulation is inefficient compared to observations, implying that
it represents a limiting case in which the duration of embedded star formation (and the corresponding effect of extinction) is
overestimated. Across our experiments, we find that extinction mostly decreases the SFR tracer emission time-scale, changing
the time-scales by factors of 0.04–1.74, depending on the gas column density. UV filters are more strongly affected than H α
filters. We provide the limiting correction factors as a function of the gas column density and flux sensitivity limit for a wide
variety of SFR tracers. Applying these factors to observational characterizations of the molecular cloud lifecycle produces
changes that broadly fall within the quoted uncertainties, except at high kpc-scale gas surface densities (g  20 M pc−2 ).
Under those conditions, correcting for extinction may decrease the measured molecular cloud lifetimes and feedback timescales, which further strengthens previous conclusions that molecular clouds live for a dynamical time and are dispersed by
early, pre-supernova feedback.
Key words: dust, extinction – H II regions – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: ISM – galaxies: star formation – galaxies: stellar
content.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N
One of the fundamental challenges of studying star formation is the
assignment of time-scales to the underlying physical processes. The
gas clouds within which stars form do not possess easily observable
natural clocks that can be used to estimate their histories and
lifetimes. The stellar populations that these clouds form, however, do
provide a natural clock dictated by the physics of stellar evolution.
In particular, only the most massive and short-lived stars produce
significant quantities of far- and extreme-ultraviolet (FUV and EUV)
radiation, and thus observations of such emission provide direct
constraints on the ages of the stars producing them (e.g. Hao et al.
2011; Kennicutt & Evans 2012). In a galaxy where one observes
both gas and stars, the statistics of the spatial correlation between
young massive stars and gas can then be used to deduce time-scales
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for gaseous process for which the time-scales could not otherwise be
constrained. The earliest uses of this technique relied on the presence
of a large-scale spiral pattern (Tamburro et al. 2008) or required the
construction of catalogues of clouds and star clusters (Kawamura
et al. 2009). However, more recently Kruijssen & Longmore (2014)
and Kruijssen et al. (2018) refined this method (under the name
‘uncertainty principle for star formation’) into a general statistical
tool that constrains gas evolutionary time-scales without requiring
either the presence of a large-scale pattern or the construction of
catalogues of clouds and star clusters. Instead, the method operates on
arbitrary maps of tracers of gas and star formation. The development
of the HEISENBERG code based on this method (Kruijssen et al.
2018) has made it possible to empirically characterize the molecular
cloud lifecycle across a dozen nearby galaxies (Kruijssen et al. 2019;
Chevance et al. 2020; Ward et al. 2020; Zabel et al. 2020).
While the Kruijssen & Longmore (2014) method does not require
catalogue construction, it does require calibration. By itself, the
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Table 1. The star formation rate tracers we consider in this paper.

(a) The UV filters we consider. λw is the response-weighted mean
wavelength of the filter.
Telescope
Instrument
Filter
λw [nm]
GALEX
GALEX
Swift
Swift
Swift
HST
HST
HST
HST
HST
HST
HST

UVOT
UVOT
UVOT
WFC3
WFC3
WFC3
WFC3
WFPC2
WFPC2
WFPC2

FUV
NUV
M2
W1
W2
UVIS1 F218W
UVIS1 F225W
UVIS1 F275W
UVIS1 F336W
F255W
F200W
F336W

153.9
231.6
225.6
261.7
208.4
223.3
238.0
271.5
335.8
259.5
297.4
335.0

(b) The H α filters we consider.
Filter
Details
Hα −

Hα+ W

H α emission with continuum subtraction. This is calculated
directly from the hydrogen-ionizing photon emission, see
Section 2.3 for details.
A narrow-band filter contain both H α and the continuum. The
filter is defined in equation (4). The total filter width is
indicated by W; we consider W = {10, 20, 40, 80, 160} Å.

We constrain R
 for the same 18 SFR filters we previously considered and summarize these filters here in Table 1. This list of filters
includes several UV wavelengths and continuum-subtracted H α, as
well as a set of narrow-band H α filters with different filter widths.1
In Section 2.1, we give an overview of the HEISENBERG code,
which we use to measure R
 directly. Our measurements of R

are based on the simulated galaxy we describe in Section 2.2. From
this simulated galaxy, we produce two groups of synthetic emission
maps: emission maps with extinction and emission maps without
(detailed in Section 2.3). The pair of synthetic SFR tracer maps (i.e.
extincted and unextincted) is used as input for HEISENBERG.
2.1 Analysis framework
The analysis we perform here makes use of the HEISENBERG code.
Since the code plays an important role in measuring R
 , we give a
summary here of the procedure used by HEISENBERG and refer the
reader to Kruijssen et al. (2018) for the full details.
As input, HEISENBERG takes two emission maps that capture
two phases of an evolutionary process (and their possible temporal
1 In

2 METHOD
In Haydon et al. (2018), we presented measurements of the emission
lifetimes for 18 SFR tracer filters. These measurements were,
however, based on extinction-free emission maps, giving us the
extinction-free emission lifetime, t . In this paper, we want to
understand how extinction can alter the measured emission lifetime.
Here, we outline the method we use to constrain R
 : the factor
by which the time-scale for an SFR tracer emission map without
extinction (t ) changes when including extinction (t ). We state this
more explicitly:
R
 =

t
.
t

(1)

observational applications of HEISENBERG, filters of width W > 20 Å
include contamination from other emission lines such as [N II] and [S II].
The results of this paper are not affected by such contamination, because
the impact of dust extinction on these lines is very similar to that of H α
due to their close proximity in wavelength. In a broader context, Haydon
et al. (2018) present the emission time-scales for the same filters without
accounting for extinction. While contamination from other lines could affect
these calibrations at some level, [N II] and [S II] are emitted by H II regions,
just like H α, so we expect their emission time-scales to be similar. Finally,
contamination is potentially important when inferring absolute SFRs from
the H α flux. In that context, observational applications of this method
generally adopt a constant correction factor throughout the galaxy to subtract
the contamination (e.g. Kruijssen et al. 2019; Chevance et al. 2020). With
facilities like MUSE, it is now becoming possible to assess the environmental
dependence of this correction factor (e.g. Kreckel et al. 2016).
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statistics of the correlation between tracers of gas and star formation
constrain only relative time-scales between them. To assign absolute
time-scales to the gas, one requires knowledge of the time-scales
associated with stellar emission in whatever band or bands are to
be used; we refer to these time-scales as ‘reference time-scales’.
Unfortunately, the reference time-scale for a given tracer is not a
function of stellar evolution alone: the spatial distribution of the stars
as they disperse from their birth sites, and stochastic sampling of
the initial mass function in regions of low stellar mass, matters as
well. Thus accurate calibrations must be derived from simulations. In
Haydon et al. (2018), we performed this exercise to obtain reference
time-scales at a range of metallicities (since metallicity affects the
stellar emission spectrum) for several tracers of recent star formation:
12 ultraviolet (UV) filters (from GALEX, Swift, and HST) covering
a wavelength range 150–350 nm, as well as H α with and without
continuum subtraction. This calibration forms the foundation for the
absolute time-scales in nearby galaxies derived by Chevance et al.
(2020) and others.
However, in Haydon et al. (2018), we omitted the effects of
extinction on star formation rate (SFR) tracer lifetimes. This was
partially for the sake of convenience, but also because the effects
of extinction can, in most cases, be significantly reduced if not
completely corrected for (e.g. James et al. 2005). However, correcting
for extinction is not always possible or practical. In particular, for
many galaxies we have access to only a single H α image or a single
UV band, and thus common extinction correction methods such
as the Balmer decrement (Berman 1936) or the UV spectral slope
(Calzetti, Kinney & Storchi-Bergmann 1994) may not be available.
For this reason, it is helpful to have an alternative approach available,
which we investigate in this paper. The central idea of our work
is that extinction does not fundamentally change the underlying
emission lifetime, but it does act to reduce the amount of observed
emission; this results in a different (effective) emission lifetime. We
can calibrate the time-scales associated with extincted tracers using
much the same approach that we used in Haydon et al. (2018) to
calibrate the unextincted ones. This allows us to make estimates for
gas evolution time-scales from gas maps combined with maps of star
formation tracers, even when we are not able to make an explicit
extinction correction to the tracer maps.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we summarize our statistical analysis method applied through the HEISENBERG
code, describe the details of the simulations, and the procedure
followed to generate synthetic emission maps. In Section 3, we
investigate and discuss how reference time-scales are affected as a
result of extinction and in Section 4, how this can be altered further by
changing sensitivity limits. We summarize our findings in Section 6.
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2.2 Galaxy simulation
The work presented in this paper uses the high-resolution hydrodynamical simulation of an isolated Milky Way-like disc galaxy
described in Fujimoto, Krumholz & Tachibana (2018).3 We use the
adaptive mesh refinement code ENZO (Bryan et al. 2014) to simulate
a 128 kpc box with cell sizes ranging from 7.8125 to 31.25 pc over
seven levels of refinement during the initial stages of the simulation.

2 This is the default value, as given in Kruijssen et al. (2018, table 2); however,

 plays a role in Sections 3 and 4 and so we explicitly state it here.
simulation differs from the one used in Haydon et al. (2018, originally
presented in Kruijssen et al. 2018), because the lower resolution of that
simulation prohibits estimating the dust column density towards individual
H II regions. Thanks to the ∼8 pc resolution of the simulation used in this
paper, this is not a concern here.

3 This
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The initial conditions of the simulation match those of Tasker & Tan
(2009). We have a gas disc in a static background potential which
accounts for both dark matter and the stellar disc. The axisymmetric
background potential has a logarithmic form with a constant circular
velocity of 200 km s−1 at large galactocentric radii (r > 2 kpc). The
gas disc has an initial mass of 8.6 × 109 M and a density profile
divided into three regions defined by a constant value of the Toomre Q
parameter (Toomre 1964): Q = 1 between galactic radii of 2–13 kpc,
Q = 20 for 0–2 kpc and 13–14 kpc, and beyond 14 kpc is a static, very
low-density medium. The stellar bulge is not modelled and its effects
are included implicitly through the potential. The simulation initially
evolves over 730 Myr, wherein the allowed maximum resolution
is gradually increased up to the highest resolution of 7.5 pc, and
the galaxy settles into an equilibrium state (see Fujimoto et al.
2018 for details of our refinement strategy). We then evolve the
simulation further; for the analysis here, we take the 850 Myr
snapshot.
Star particles, always with an initial mass of 300 M , form
probabilistically according to a gas density threshold; however, this
is only permitted between galactocentric radii of 2–14 kpc. Each
star particle represents a simple stellar population, which we model
using version 2 of the SLUG stochastic stellar population synthesis
code (da Silva, Fumagalli & Krumholz 2012, 2014; Krumholz et al.
2015). The stellar population associated with the star particle is
created by sampling a Chabrier (2005) initial mass function (IMF)
continuously up to a mass of 9 M and then stochastically for
more massive stars using the POISSON sampling method described
in appendix A of Krumholz et al. (2015). The stellar population
evolves during the simulation in accordance with the Padova stellar
evolution tracks at solar metallicity (Girardi et al. 2000). Stellar
atmospheres are calculated with STARBURST99 (Leitherer et al. 1999;
Vázquez & Leitherer 2005) spectral synthesis models. The stellar
populations associated with the star particles are important for the
implemented stellar feedback models, as they determine the ionizing
luminosity (for photoionization calculations) as well as the timing
of supernova explosions. In order to conserve memory, these stellar
populations only remain with the star particle up to the stellar age
of 40 Myr.
In Fujimoto et al. (2019), we show that the simulation is consistent
with most observational constraints on scales 100 pc (e.g. the
simulation reproduces the global- and kpc-scale Kennicutt–Schmidt
relations for both molecular and total gas; and matches the observed
decomposition of the interstellar medium into warm neutral, cold
neutral, and molecular phases). However, on smaller (100 pc)
scales, it can be seen that the implemented feedback mechanisms
are insufficient to disperse the surrounding gas. When comparing the
synthetic SFR tracer (H α) and dense gas (CO J = 1 → 0) emission
maps of the simulated galaxy, it is clear that most (if not all) H α
emitting regions are cospatial with CO emission. Observationally,
this would result in a galaxy with a high amount of extinction and a
long (overlap) phase where H α and CO are cospatial. This simulation
therefore gives us the opportunity to constrain the characteristic timescales of SFR tracers in a system with a high amount of extinction;
this complements the work of Haydon et al. (2018), which excluded
the effects of extinction. This also means that the results we find
here should be considered as bounding limits. We expect that real
observations would not be subjected to this level of extinction as
typically the stellar feedback disrupts the parent cloud in a few Myr
(as suggested by the decorrelation of H α and CO on the cloud scale,
see Kruijssen et al. 2019; Chevance et al. 2020). Therefore, real
observations would have R
 values that fall somewhere within the
range spanned by the results presented here and R
 = 1.
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overlap). For example, the star formation process could be captured
by a CO emission map (tracing dense gas from which stars form) and
an H α emission map (tracing young massive stars). The three free
parameters returned by HEISENBERG would be the typical separation
length between independent star-forming regions, and the relative
duration of the gas and overlap phases to the stellar phase (i.e. tgas /tstar
and tover /tstar , respectively). These durations would be converted into
absolute values (i.e. tgas and tover , respectively) if the value of tstar is
known a priori. Determining tstar is the aim of the work we present
here and also in Haydon et al. (2018).
HEISENBERG constrains these parameters by first identifying
all
present
in both images within the range

 themaxemission peaks max
Ei − log10 Fi )
Ei
(
, where i = {star, gas}, Eimax is the base, 10
10
10 logarithm of the maximum emission in map i, and  log10 Fi
defines the depth of the range in map i (a parameter specified by
the user in the input file). This depth (approximately) corresponds
to the dynamic range of the map, from the brightest emission peak
to the noise floor. We place apertures centred on these emission
peaks. The total flux across all apertures identified in the stellar, and
then gas, map is calculated for both emission maps. This gives four
measurements, Tep : the total gas/stellar emission (e = {star, gas})
at the location of gas/stellar peaks (p = {star, gas}). The ratios
p
p
/Tstar , in units of the galactic average flux ratio, are calculated
Tgas
as a function of aperture size. The best-fitting model to the two
curves (i.e. p = star and p = gas), gives the values of the three free
parameters.
When using HEISENBERG, we use the default input parameters that
are listed in Kruijssen et al. (2018, tables 1 and 2); with the following
exceptions. The set-up of the galaxy simulation necessitates the use
of cuts in galactocentric radius: we use Rmin = 3 kpc and Rmax =
11 kpc (and set the cut radius flag to 1). We also change the range
of aperture sizes: we use a minimum aperture size of lap, min = 25 pc
and have Nap = 17 apertures. This results in 17 logarithmically spaced
aperture diameters from 25 to 6400 pc We set parameters that allows
us to measure R
 directly (tstariso = 1, tstar incl = 1).
We also use  log10 Fstar =  log10 Fgas ≡  = 2.2 While  =
2 dex is often appropriate for observational applications (e.g. Kruijssen et al. 2019; Chevance et al. 2020), as well as for the simulation
here, we would like to emphasize that this is not always the case.
For this paper, we make ‘notational transformations’ from the
example used above (and the names of parameters given in Kruijssen
et al. 2018): ‘’ (emission map with extinction) and ‘’ (emission
map without extinction). It can be seen after this transformation that
one of the free quantities of the model, namely tgas /tstar , is in fact R
.

SFR tracer lifetimes with extinction
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2.3 Generation of the emission maps

where mH is the mass of an H nucleus, and fH = 0.76 is the primordial
H mass fraction. We calculate AV from NH as (Safranek-Shrader et al.
2017)
AV = NH σd,V ,

(3)

where σ d, V = 5.3 × 10−22 cm2 (Draine & Bertoldi 1996) is the total
dust cross-section in the V-band per H nucleus.
The full combined photometric spectrum of the stellar population
(with and without extinction) is passed through the response profile
of the filters of interest (see Table 1) to recover a single luminosity
for each of filters; this value is what we assign to the star particle.
The UV response filters used here are included by default in SLUG2

Figure 1. A histogram showing the distribution of column densities and
visual extinctions (calculated using equation 2 and 3) associated with the star
particles used in creating the synthetic emission maps. The vertical yellow
line indicates the galactic average column density (16.7 M pc−2 )/visual
extinction (0.84 mag). This is calculated from the average gas surface density
between the galactocentric radii 3–11 kpc (as marked in Fig. 2).

(see Krumholz et al. 2015 for more details). For H α−, we convert
the hydrogen-ionizing photon emission into a true H α luminosity
using da Silva et al. (2014, equation 2). For Hα+ W , we define the
narrow-band filter, FHα+ W , as
⎧
⎨ 1 6562 − W Å ≤ λ ≤ 6562 + W Å
2
2
.
(4)
FHα+ W =
⎩
0 Otherwise
In Fig. 1, we show the distribution of column densities (and visual
extinction) that is associated with the star particles used in creating
the synthetic emission maps (i.e. stars surviving the 120 Myr age
cut). In the figure, we also mark a ‘galactic column density’ found
to be 16.7 M pc−2 (corresponding to AV = 0.84 mag). This is
calculated from the average gas surface density of the 850 Myr
snapshot (without an age cut),  g , between the galactocentric radii
3–11 kpc by using equation (2) with  g in place of the summation
term.
In Fig. 2, we present example synthetic H α− emission maps of the
simulated galaxy, which are used in our analysis. The two presented
maps allow us to see how extinction reduces the amount of emission
present in the image. The total emission in the extincted map is
2.1 per cent of the emission in the unextincted map. The figure also
indicates the region of the galaxy we will use in our analysis with the
HEISENBERG code. We exclude the inner 3 kpc and beyond 11 kpc of
the galaxy due to the way in which the galaxy simulation was set-up
(see Section 2.2).
The two groups of emission maps we produce here are related
to each other. Excluding the effects of extinction, they are in fact
identical; that is, all emitting regions are present in both maps.
This violates the first requirement listed in Kruijssen et al. (2018,
section 4.4), which details the conditions under which HEISENBERG
should be used. The HEISENBERG code assumes that the pair of maps
analysed traces two different phases of an underlying evolutionary
process. With this assumption, it is expected that within the galaxy
many emission peaks in one emission map will be independent of
the other and only some regions will be present in both maps (the
MNRAS 497, 5076–5089 (2020)
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We describe here how we create the synthetic SFR tracer emission
maps of the simulated galaxy. In principle, the synthetic emission
maps could be created using the simple stellar population associated
with each of the star particles within the simulation. For two reasons,
we instead choose to run the SLUG2 model as a post-production
process. First, for consistency with Haydon et al. (2018), we wish
to use the Geneva solar metallicity evolutionary tracks (Schaller
et al. 1992) instead of the Padova tracks used within the simulation.
Secondly, as described in Section 2.2, only star particles up to 40 Myr
have an associated stellar population; this would impose an age
cut in the emission maps at 40 Myr. The artificial age cut in the
emission map would have little impact on the H α ± filters since
their characteristic time-scales are short; however, for the WFC3
UVIS1 F336W filter, with tE, 0 = 33.3 Myr (Haydon et al. 2018), this
age cut could be problematic.
For the post-production SLUG2 simulations, we use Geneva
solar metallicity evolutionary tracks (Schaller et al. 1992) and
STARBURST99 spectral synthesis. For the emission spectrum, we
also include the contributions of the surrounding nebular material,
which has a hydrogen number density of 102 cm−3 and reprocesses
73 per cent of the ionizing photons into nebular emission. The
27 per cent ‘loss’ of ionizing photons (either absorbed by circumstellar dust, or scattered outside the observational aperture) is consistent
with the estimate from McKee & Williams (1997). When calculating
the extinction, we use the Milky Way extinction curve that comes
included with SLUG2.
For consistency, we use the same population that was generated in
the simulation, instead of creating a new stellar population for each
star particle. This is achieved by extracting the stellar population from
the snapshot file in which the star particle first appears (this is always
before the stellar population reaches the age of 1 kyr). We do this
for all the star particles present in the 850 Myr snapshot which first
appear in or after the 730 Myr snapshot. This will introduce a new
120 Myr age cut into the emission map; however, this is sufficiently
long as to not impact the results we present here.
We assign to each star particle a visual extinction (in magnitudes),
AV , which SLUG2 uses to compute an extincted emission spectrum.
To calculate AV for each star particle, we use the ray tracing feature
in the PYTHON library YT (Turk et al. 2011). The ‘ray’ passes between
the star particle located at (x , y , z ) and the edge of the simulated
box (x , y , zedge ); that is, we are looking at the galaxy face on. For a
given cell in the simulation that the ray passes through, i, we recover
the gas mass density, ρ g, i , as well as the distance travelled through
the cell, di . From this information, we calculate the H nuclei number
column density, NH , as

fH i ρg,i di
NH =
,
(2)
mH
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Figure 3. Results showing the measured relative duration of an emission
map when compared to a spatially transformed version of itself. Left: H α−
emission map without extinction. Right: H α− emission map with extinction.
The y-axis labels, ‘FX RY’, indicate the spatial transformation applied to one
of the two input maps: X indicates if a left–right reflection was used, and Y
gives the angle of rotation. Note that ‘F0 R0’ (no transformation) is excluded
as it violates the conditions given in Kruijssen et al. (2018, section 4.4). The
relative duration of an emission map to itself should be unity and so we have
marked this value with a vertical grey line. The reduced-χ 2 value of the model
fit is also reported alongside each measurement of the relative duration. The
optimal reduced-χ 2 value is unity. The error bars indicate the uncertainties
on the measurements derived from the χ 2 fit carried out by HEISENBERG.

‘overlap’ phase). We circumvent this aspect of the method by spatially transforming (through rotation and/or reflection) one emission
map relative to the other. This transformation will spatially offset the
emitting regions and give the impression of an evolutionary sequence.
In performing the transformation, we forfeit information about two
quantities constrained by HEISENBERG (the spatial separation of
MNRAS 497, 5076–5089 (2020)

regions and the duration of the overlap phase) while retaining the
ability to measure the relative duration of one phase to the other: this
is unaffected by the relative positions of regions (see the discussion
in Kruijssen & Longmore 2014 and Kruijssen et al. 2018).
Relying on the fact that the relative duration of an emission map to
itself is always unity, we can test to find which transformation works
best given the specific structure and morphology of the adopted
galaxy simulation. Specifically, we test for which transformation
HEISENBERG returns a relative duration consistent with unity and a
good model fit, with reduced-χ 2 ≈ 1, when applied to a given map
and the spatially transformation version of itself. We consider either
no reflection ‘F0’ or a left–right reflection ‘F1’ and four rotations {0◦ ,
90◦ , 180◦ , 270◦ } denoted as ‘RX’, where X is the angle of rotation.
This gives the seven possible unique transformations (excluding no
transformation, ‘F0 R0’).
Fig. 3 shows the relative durations we measure using HEISENBERG
when applying each of the seven spatial transformations to the H α−
emission maps. For all of the SFR tracers we consider, we find
that using a left–right reflection always gives the expected relative
duration of unity. Of the ‘F1’ series, the best reduced-χ 2 is for
zero rotation. By contrast, a purely rotational transformation without
reflection (‘F0’) does not always return a relative duration of unity.
This is likely caused by the symmetric nature of the spiral arms,
which causes large parts of them to overlap at rotations of 90◦ and
270◦ . In all the experiments that follow, we will always apply the ‘F1
R0’ transformation to the extincted emission map.

3 EXTINCTION
By using the HEISENBERG code on two emission maps, we quantify
the relative duration of one map to the other. For example, if we have
a gas tracer map (e.g. CO) and an SFR tracer map (e.g. H α), we can
measure the relative duration of the CO map to the H α map. With the
known characteristic time-scale of H α emission, we can then recover
an absolute time-scale for the CO emission. However, extinction
reduces the overall emission within an emission map and possibly
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Figure 2. A comparison between synthetic emission maps without (left) and with (right) extinction for continuum-subtracted H α emission (H α−). The purple
dashed annuli, with inner radius of 3 kpc and outer radius of 11 kpc, indicate the region of the galaxy we use for our analysis.

SFR tracer lifetimes with extinction

Figure 4. Relative amount by which the continuum-subtracted H α (H α−)
emission time-scale changes due to extinction. Shown is the relative duration
of the time-scale associated with the extincted compared to the unextincted
SFR tracer emission map, R
 , as a function of the column density scaling
factor, Fd . A scale factor of unity indicates column densities taken directly
from the simulation. The horizontal grey line (at R
 = 1) indicates the point
where the time-scale associated with each of the two emission maps is the
same. The vertical red line indicates the approximate location where we
expect R
 to transition from R
 > 1 to R
 < 1 based on the flux density
distribution of the maps (see the text and Fig. 7 for details). The top grey axis
converts Fd into a column density and visual extinction AV based on a column
density equal to the average gas surface density,  g = 16.7 M pc−2 . Since
our experiments probe the maximum effects of extinction, we expect to find
R
 for real galaxies to lie within the grey-shaded region (i.e. between the
unity line and the data points shown).

of extinction increases and R
 tends towards zero as more emission
is removed from the map. In practice, the results from HEISENBERG
become unreliable once fewer than 35 regions are identified and so
R
 will instead tend towards some small non-zero value. The greyshaded data points in Fig. 6 (not present in Figs 4 and 5) indicate
these unreliable results, which are typically found for Fd  10 (or
 g  200 M pc−2 ).
One might expect that the value of R
 should always be in the
range [0, 1] (i.e. a shorter emission lifetime), as extinction removes
emission from the image. However, the results in Figs 4–6 show that
for Fd  1 (or  g  10 M pc−2 ), R
 typically falls in the range
[1, 1.5]. We use the results in Fig. 7 to explain this behaviour. In
the left-hand panel of Fig. 7, we show the upper end of the emission
probability density distribution. The area under this curve gives the
probability of any point in the emission map having a given amount
of emission. We can see that as Fd increases the distribution moves
towards the left, i.e. lower emission values become more likely. This
shows that extinction removes emission from the map as a whole. The
overall shift in the emission distribution has minimal effect on the
results from HEISENBERG: absolute emission values are not relevant
to the measurement of R
 . The HEISENBERG code identifies emission
peaks based on contours that start from the maximum emission value
in the image and go down for a certain maximal range,  = 2 dex
(see Section 2.1 for details). This means that the fraction of the total
emission contained in this interval  is what impacts R
 the most.
The non-transparent line segments in Fig. 7 show the part of
the distribution within  of the maximum emission value present
in the emission map. It is clear that extinction alters the shape
of the emission probability density distribution, but what is of
MNRAS 497, 5076–5089 (2020)
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reduces the number of identifiable star-forming regions. The relative
duration of the same CO emission map to an extincted H α map
will differ and so should the characteristic time-scale we associate
with the extincted H α emission map. Here, we quantify by how
much the characteristic time-scales we associate with various SFR
tracers differ when dealing with extincted emission. As previously
mentioned, the galaxy we are using for this analysis has heavily
extincted emission due to inefficient feedback (Fujimoto et al. 2019):
most, if not all, star-forming regions are still embedded in gas. This
means that the differences in characteristic time-scales we would
expect for real galaxies would be less extreme than those we find here:
the results here represent a limiting case, illustrating the maximum
effect induced by extinction.
We provide the HEISENBERG code with an emission map and
a spatially transformed (‘F1 R0’) extincted emission map and
recover R
 , the relative duration of the extincted emission map
compared to the unextincted map. This is the factor by which the
characteristic emission time-scale of the SFR tracer changes as a
result of extinction. In order to see how the characteristic timescales change as a function of extinction, we repeat the experiment
with different extincted emission maps. We produce these different
extincted emission maps by modifying equation (2) to include a
density scaling factor, Fd , such that NH ≡ Fd NH . This scaling factor
multiplies the gas density used to calculate the AV associated with
the star particle, which SLUG2 subsequently uses to calculate the
extincted emission. We choose scaling factors in the range [10−3 ,
101 ] in 0.25 logarithmic steps. The native simulation column density
is at Fd = 1.
In this work, we only consider solar metallicity. Any change in
metallicity is expected to linearly translate into an analogous change
of the dust column density, such that the metallicity change can be
absorbed into the column density scaling factor, Fd , defined here. As
such, the dependence on column density quantified here also reflects
the expected dependence on metallicity at fixed gas surface density.
If a metallicity gradient is present with a total dynamic range larger
than the uncertainty on the dust column density, it is necessary to
divide the galaxy into bins of galactocentric radius and calculate R

for each of these. A similar approach was taken in applications of
the method to date when accounting for the metallicity dependence
of the reference time-scale or the CO-to-H2 conversion factor (see
e.g. Kruijssen et al. 2019; Chevance et al. 2020).
Likewise, our analysis of the synthetic emission maps always
assumes a face-on orientation. However, our results can still be
extended to observations of galaxies that are not face on. As a galaxy
is viewed under a higher inclination angle, the observed average gas
column density increases. In order to correct for an inclination angle
i, this means that the column density scaling factor Fd should be
scaled by a factor of [cos (i)]−1/2 . In doing so, we note that there are
limits on the inclination angle for which HEISENBERG still provides
reliable measurements (ideally, i  70◦ ; for details see section 4.3.7
of Kruijssen et al. 2018).
In Figs 4–6, we show how R
 changes with density scaling factor,
Fd , for the H α−, H α+, and UV filters. Most importantly, we find
that extinction does not affect the H α tracer emission time-scales at
gas surface densities  g  20 M pc−2 . The UV tracer emission timescales start to become affected at gas surface densities 1 M pc−2 
 g  10 M pc−2 . At the extremes of Fd (or equivalently, column
density), the observed behaviour is as expected. As the column
density tends towards zero, R
 tends towards unity. This is because,
as the column density decreases, the amount of extinction is reduced,
which results in an extincted emission map more like the emission
map without extinction. As the column density increases, the amount
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4 SENSITIVITY LIMIT

Figure 5. Same as Fig. 4 for H α filters without continuum subtraction
(Hα+). The filter width is indicated in the bottom left corner of each panel.

particular note is the gradients of these  line segments. When
extinction is initially introduced (small Fd ), the gradients of these
segments become steeper than that without extinction. This shows
that extinction has preferentially removed emission from the highest
emission peaks, because the brightest emission peaks form at the
MNRAS 497, 5076–5089 (2020)

Real-Universe observations are affected by sensitivity limits, which
result from a combination of the telescope’s intrinsic sensitivity and
as part of the post-processing pipeline. The emission maps we have
created so far recover all emission and do not have a sensitivity limit.
Since extinction reduces the overall emission in an emission map, a
sensitivity limit will more greatly affect the extincted emission maps
compared to the unextincted emission maps. This will likely lead to
lower SFR tracer emission time-scales (or values of R
 ).

4 The fact

that this line does not always match the transition in the data points
in Figs 4–6 results from the stochasticity caused by using a simple linear
interpolation of only two data points on either side of P = P (see the
right-hand panel of Fig. 7).
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highest gas column densities. Since the gradients are steeper, the
area under the curve is larger (for the same change in emission, i.e.
) and, as shown in the right-hand panel of Fig. 7, the probability of
finding emission within  of the maximum for the extincted emission
map (P ) is higher than for the unextincted emission map (P ). In
constraining R
 , HEISENBERG will then detect more emission peaks
within  of the maximum compared to the unextincted image. As
a result, the duration associated with the extincted emission map is
likely to be longer, thus causing R
 > 1.
Using linear interpolation, we find the Fd that corresponds to
P = P for each of the SFR tracers and mark this transition point
in Figs 4–6 (with a vertical red line).4 Indeed, we see that for the
vast majority of SFR tracers, and within the uncertainties of the
measurements, R
  1 before this transition line and R
  1 after,
confirming our understanding of the behaviour seen in Figs 4–6.
Figs 5 and 6 show that the transition between both regimes shifts
to higher levels of extinction for wider H α filters and redder UV
wavelengths. For both of these, this shift is caused by an increasing
contribution from the old stellar population, which has a flatter
(i.e. more top-heavy) luminosity function than the H α luminosity
function and therefore requires a larger amount of extinction to reach
a systematic drop of the emergent flux.
In relation to observational applications, the results presented here
represent the maximum extent by which the SFR reference timescale can be altered by extinction. With future simulations, that have
feedback mechanisms to remove gas more effectively from the stellar
birth environments, the values of R
 that we measure will become
more representative of real observations. However, different galaxies
suffer from different levels of extinction, implying that deriving a
single, uniform calibration of the reference time-scale under the
influence of extinction remains challenging. If observed SFR tracer
maps cannot be corrected for extinction, our results provide the
extreme factor relative to unity by which the SFR tracer emission
time-scale should be corrected.
For our simulated galaxy, we find that R
 and extinction do not
have a simple monotonic relation. Extinction can both increase and
decrease the duration of the SFR tracer emission time-scale. When
comparing the results for the H α filters (Figs 4 and 5) and UV
filters (Fig. 6), we can see that the extremes in R
 are greater for
UV than they are for H α. This means that UV filters are affected
by extinction more strongly than H α. For real galaxies, which suffer
from less extinction than permitted by the inefficient feedback model
used in the simulation, not all star-forming regions are still embedded
in gas and R
 must deviate from unity less than what we find here.
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Figure 6. Same as Fig. 4 for UV emission filters. The panels are ordered from left to right, top to bottom, by the response-weighted mean wavelength. The filter
name is indicated in the bottom left corner of each panel. The grey-shaded data points have fewer than 35 identified emission peaks in the extincted emission
image and are therefore unreliable (see Kruijssen et al. 2018, section 4.4).
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To investigate how R
 changes with the sensitivity limit, we create
new emission maps (both extincted and unextincted) by applying
a flux density cut to our existing (Fd = 1) emission maps. The
flux density cut is applied by setting to zero all the pixels in the
emission map that are below the sensitivity
For eachemission
 limit.


filter, the sensitivity limits are chosen as 10

max −5
E

, 10

max −2
E

max
in 0.25 logarithmic steps, where E
is the base-10 logarithm of
the maximum emission in the unextincted emission map. Choosing
more extreme limits would be of little use. A larger upper limit would
reduce the amount of emission within the extincted map to the extent
that we could no longer use HEISENBERG reliably, due to fewer than
35 regions being identified (see Kruijssen et al. 2018, section 4.4).
A smaller lower limit would not add any new information, since R

will saturate at the values seen at Fd = 1 in Figs 4–6. When running
these experiments, we adopt the same sensitivity limits for both the
extincted and unextincted emission maps.
In Figs 8–10, we show how R
 changes with sensitivity limit, for
the H α−, H α +, and UV filters. The figures show the behaviour
that we expected: with a high sensitivity limit the value of R
 is
low (∼0.1–0.2) and increases (up to the saturation level) as the
sensitivity limit decreases. The saturation level (the R
 values seen
for Fd = 1 in Section 3) is recovered for sensitivity limits up to
the flux level down to which HEISENBERG identifies emission peaks
(about 1033 erg s−1 pc−2 for H α− at the native column density of the
simulation, i.e. Fd = 1). We also see that for sensitivity limits that are
too high ( 1034 erg s−1 pc−2 for H α−) remove too much emission
and leave an insufficient number of peaks for the application of our
analysis (grey data points).
The reported values of R
 , as a function of the sensitivity limit,
are dependent on the results in the previous section, where we
varied the column density scaling factor. If we had chosen to use a
different density scaling factor, Fd , these changes would also manifest
themselves here. The most obvious way in which Fd affects the
behaviour of R
 as a function of the sensitivity limit is the value at
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Figure 8. Relative amount by which the continuum-subtracted H α (H α−)
emission time-scale changes due to extinction and a non-zero sensitivity limit.
Shown is the relative duration of the time-scale associated with the extincted
(Fd = 1, see Section 3) compared to the unextincted SFR tracer emission
map, R
 , as a function of the sensitivity limit. The horizontal grey solid line
(at R
 = 1) indicates the point where the time-scale associated with each of
the two emission maps is the same. The horizontal grey dashed line indicates
the value of R
 without a sensitivity limit applied (see Fig. 4), representing
the expected saturation level. The grey-shaded region marks the uncertainty
on this value. The vertical red line indicates the lowest contour level used by
HEISENBERG to identify emission peaks. The grey-shaded data points have
fewer than 35 identified emission peaks in the extincted emission image and
are therefore unreliable (see Kruijssen et al. 2018, section 4.4).

which the measurements would saturate, because this simply matches
the corresponding Fd measurement in Section 3. The sensitivity limit
at which the saturation level is reached
is less
obvious. In Figs 8–10,


E max −

max
where E
is the basewe have included a line marking 10 
10 logarithm of the maximum emission in the extincted emission map
and  = 2 (see Section 2.1 for details). This line is the lowest contour
level used in our experiments by HEISENBERG to identify emission
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Figure 7. The left-hand panel shows the high-emission end of the H α− probability density distribution of emission in emission maps with different levels of
extinction. The colour of the line indicates the density scaling factor, Fd , used in creating the emission map. Higher values of Fd correspond to higher amount of
extinction, the native amount of extinction occurs at Fd = 1 (or  g = 16.7 M pc−2 ). The red line indicates the results for the emission map without extinction.
The non-transparent line segments indicate the range of the distribution that is within  = 2 dex (see Section 2.1 for details) of the maximum. The right-hand
panel shows the probability (or fraction) of emission falling within  of the maximum (i.e. area under the non-transparent line segments in the left-hand panel).
The vertical grey line indicates the approximate Fd value for the transition between P > P and P < P , where P is the probability of finding emission
within  of the maximum in the emission map with extinction and P without (shown as the horizontal red line). We see that, at low levels of extinction (Fd 
1), a larger fraction of the emission resides in the top  of the distribution, as a result of only the brightest emission peaks being affected; that is, those peaks
which formed at the highest gas column densities. By contrast, at high levels of extinction (Fd  1), all emission peaks are affected (resulting in the suppression
of the ‘knee’ in the distribution in the left-hand panel) and a smaller fraction of emission resides in the top  of the distribution.
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5 A P P L I C AT I O N T O O B S E RVAT I O N S
We now apply the results of this paper to the measurements of
the molecular cloud lifecycle in 10 nearby galaxies from Kruijssen
et al. (2019) and Chevance et al. (2020). The corresponding H α
maps have been taken with the WFI instrument on the MPG/ESO
2.2-m telescope at La Silla Observatory (NGC 300, NGC 628,
NGC 3627, NGC 4254, NGC 4303, NGC 4535, and NGC 5068;
Faesi et al. 2014; Razza et al. in preparation) and the Kitt Peak
National Observatory 2.1-m telescope with the CFIM imager (NGC
3351, NGC 4321, NGC 5194; Kennicutt et al. 2003). The maps are
continuum-subtracted using R-band imaging. They also include a
uniform correction for contamination by [N II] line emission, based
on integral field spectroscopic observations of the same targets,
assuming a contamination of 20 per cent for NGC 300 (McLeod
et al. 2020) and 30 per cent for the other galaxies (Kreckel et al.
2019). The maps are not corrected for stellar absorption, but its
effect is negligible for the young regions that we consider (Haydon
et al. 2018).
The results of this exercise are shown in Table 2. The first set of
columns show the input quantities, i.e. the kpc-scale total gas surface
density, the metallicity, and the resulting scaling factor Fd , which we
define as
g
× 10log(O/H)−log(O/H) ,
(5)
Fd =
g,0

Figure 9. Same as Fig. 8 for H α filters without continuum subtraction
(H α+). The filter width is indicated in the bottom left corner of each panel.

peaks (across both input maps). The lowest contour level will become
lower as Fd becomes higher (corresponding to more extinction). We
expect, and observe, that R
 saturates if the sensitivity limit is lower
than the lowest contour level used by HEISENBERG, allowing the same
number of peaks to be identified. Above this level, emission is being

with g,0 = 16.7 M pc−2 (see Fig. 1) and 12 + log (O/H) =
8.69 (Asplund et al. 2009). This definition normalizes the observed
total gas surface density to the surface density in the simulation,
and applies an additional metallicity scaling to reflect the linear
increase of the dust mass with the metal fraction. We also list the H α
flux density threshold used to mask noise in the adopted H α maps
(FHα,crit ). This threshold always falls below the critical value above
which R
 deviates from unity (see Fig. 8), which means that the
adopted H α maps are sufficiently sensitive for our analysis. Using
Fig. 4, we then estimate the upper and lower limits on R
 , as well as
the implied upper and lower limits on the molecular cloud lifetime
(tCO ) and on the feedback time-scale (tfb ), i.e. the time for which CO
and H α emission coexist and represents the time taken by massive
stars to disperse their host molecular cloud.
Table 2 shows that most of the galaxies show a small change in
the reference time-scale due to extinction, resulting in changes to
the molecular cloud lifecycle by roughly the quoted uncertainties
(or less) in 7 out of 10 galaxies. In 6 out of 10 cases, the gas
surface density is low (g  20 M pc−2 ) and extinction may
compress the dynamic range of the region luminosities, so that the
adopted reference time-scale is a minimum – these are the rows with
R
 ,min = 1.00, implying that tCO, min and tfb, min show the original
time-scales that do not account for extinction, whereas tCO, max and
tfb, max show how they may change under the maximum effect of
MNRAS 497, 5076–5089 (2020)
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removed that could be identified as emission peaks by HEISENBERG
and so reduces the apparent duration of the emission map.
In summary, the results of this section show that if the sensitivity
limit of the observations is lower than the lowest flux level that would
be used by HEISENBERG to identify emission peaks (typically chosen
to be  = 2 dex below the maximum; although, this is not always the
case: for example, values used in observations see Kruijssen et al.
2019; Chevance et al. 2020), R
 will be unchanged relative to what
would be measured without a sensitivity limit. Above this limit, the
measured SFR tracer emission time-scale is reduced: the sensitivity
limit further compounds the effects of extinction.
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Figure 10. Same as Fig. 8 for UV emission filters. The panels are ordered from left to right, top to bottom, by the filter-weighted mean wavelength. The filter
name is indicated in the bottom left corner of each panel.
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Table 2. Maximum possible effect of extinction on the molecular cloud lifecycles inferred for 10 nearby galaxies from Kruijssen et al. (2019) and Chevance
et al. (2020). The first column lists the galaxy name, the second to fifth columns list the input quantities (total gas surface density, metallicity, implied gas surface
density scaling factor, and log critical H α flux density threshold), and the sixth to eleventh columns list the results (minimum and maximum relative change
due to extinction of the reference time-scale, molecular cloud lifetime, and feedback time-scale).
Galaxy

12 + log (O/H)
(–)

Fd
(–)

log10 FHα,crit
(erg s−1 pc−2 )

R
 ,min
(–)

R
 ,max
(–)

tCO, min
(Myr)

tCO, max
(Myr)

tfb, min
(Myr)

tfb, max
(Myr)

10.5

8.36

0.29

31.69

1.00

1.16

10.8+2.1
−1.7

12.6+2.4
−2.0

1.5+0.2
−0.2

1.7+0.2
−0.2

NGC 628

20.9

8.66

1.17

32.53

0.87

1.00

NGC 3351

7.3

8.75

0.50

32.41

1.00

1.18

NGC 3627

15.6

8.63

0.82

32.79

1.00

1.10

NGC 4254

38.0

8.68

2.22

32.95

0.37

1.00

NGC 4303

35.8

8.63

1.88

32.52

0.43

1.00

NGC 4321

13.5

8.70

0.83

32.57

1.00

1.09

NGC 4535

16.8

8.62

0.86

32.89

1.00

1.09

NGC 5068

11.1

8.46

0.39

32.70

1.00

1.17

NGC 5194

69.6

8.84

5.88

31.64

0.14

1.00

extinction. The maximum effect is of the order 20 per cent, which falls
within the typical uncertainties. In 4 out of 10 cases, the gas surface
density is high (g  20 M pc−2 ) and extinction may shorten
the reference time-scale – these are the rows with R
 ,max = 1.00,
implying that tCO, max and tfb, max show the original time-scales that do
not account for extinction, whereas tCO, min and tfb, min show how they
may change under the maximum effect of extinction. The dynamic
range of the relative change in these cases is larger than at low gas
surface densities, spanning R
 ,min = 0.14−0.87.
As a result of extinction, the molecular cloud lifecycle in NGC
4254 and NGC 4303 may proceed faster by up to a factor of 2.3–
2.7 than reported by Chevance et al. (2020). However, fig. 5 of that
paper shows that the observed cloud lifetimes are largely consistent
with their internal dynamical time-scales, implying that a shorter
time-scale could be unphysical. It is plausible that the true impact of
extinction is smaller, because the relative changes reported in Table 2
represent the maximum possible effect of extinction, due to the fact
that the feedback model in the used simulation is too ineffective at
dispersing molecular clouds. However, it is possible that the long
cloud lifetime in the central region of NGC 4254 relative to the
cloud dynamical time (see the leftmost data point in the middle
right panel of fig. 5 in Chevance et al. 2020) results from extinction
– decreasing this cloud lifetime by a factor of 2 would make it
consistent with a dynamical time. None the less, it is unlikely that
extinction significantly affects the galaxy-wide results for these two
galaxies.
Likewise, the molecular cloud lifetimes in NGC 5194 (M51)
reported by Chevance et al. (2020) fall about a factor of 2.5 (or
0.4 dex) above the time-scales expected due to galactic dynamics
(including mid-plane free-fall, epicyclic perturbations, shear, cloud–
cloud collisions, and spiral arm passages, using the model of
Jeffreson & Kruijssen 2018). We now see that including the effects of
extinction may decrease the cloud lifetimes by up to a factor of 7 (or
0.8 dex). While the maximum effect of extinction is overestimated
here, it is clear that the molecular cloud lifetime in NGC 5194 is
potentially consistent with the expected time-scale due to galactic
dynamical processes.
In summary, we find that the effects of extinction can lead to
quantitative changes in some galaxies, but likely do not qualitatively
change the measurements made previously in most systems. The
molecular cloud lifetimes remain short, of the order a dynamical time,
even after applying the effects of extinction. A similar conclusion

20.8+3.1
−2.2
20.6+3.4
−3.0
18.9+3.4
−3.2
7.7+1.4
−0.8
7.2+2.0
−0.9
19.1+2.3
−2.2
26.4+4.7
−3.6
9.6+2.9
−1.8
4.4+1.3
−0.7

24.0+3.6
−2.5
24.3+4.0
−3.5
20.8+3.7
−3.5
20.9+3.9
−2.3
16.9+4.6
−2.2
20.9+2.5
−2.4
28.7+5.1
−3.9
11.2+3.4
−2.1
30.5+9.2
−4.8

2.8+0.5
−0.3
2.5+0.8
−0.6
2.8+0.8
−0.7
1.8+0.4
−0.4
1.7+0.8
−0.4
3.3+0.7
−0.6
3.9+1.2
−0.9
1.0+0.4
−0.3
0.7+0.3
−0.2

3.2+0.6
−0.4
2.9+0.9
−0.7
3.1+0.9
−0.8
4.8+1.1
−1.0
4.0+1.8
−1.0
3.6+0.8
−0.7
4.2+1.3
−1.0
1.2+0.5
−0.4
4.8+2.1
−1.1

extends to the feedback time-scales. The measurements of Kruijssen
et al. (2019) and Chevance et al. (2020) imply that early, presupernova feedback leads to the dispersal of molecular clouds. The
effects of extinction only strengthen this conclusion because galaxies
that are potentially the most strongly affected by extinction due to
their high gas surface densities generally have the longest feedback
time-scales. Including the effects of extinction may shorten the
dispersal time-scales convincingly into the regime where supernovae
have not detonated yet. However, as before, this represents the
extreme case. It is possible that the affected feedback time-scales
show considerably less change.
6 CONCLUSIONS
Using a new statistical method (the ‘uncertainty principle for star
formation’, used through the HEISENBERG code; Kruijssen & Longmore 2014; Kruijssen et al. 2018), we determine how the apparent
characteristic emission time-scale of SFR tracers changes as a result
of dust extinction. In previous work (Haydon et al. 2018), we
characterized how the durations over which H α and UV emission
emerges from coeval stellar populations changes as a function of
the metallicity and the SFR surface density (to emulate incomplete
IMF sampling); however, we excluded the effects of extinction. In
this work, we include the effects of extinction. Extinction does not
change the underlying characteristic time-scale of the emission, but
we demonstrate that it changes the flux density distribution of the
observed emission. As a result, the apparent duration of the emission
time-scale measured with the HEISENBERG code is changed and
therefore the reference time-scale required for calibrating the evolutionary timeline of observational applications of the HEISENBERG
code. We quantify this change through R
 , the relative duration of
the time-scale associated with an SFR tracer emission map affected
by extinction relative to the time-scale associated with the SFR tracer
emission map without extinction.
For the analysis in this paper, we used a Milky Way-like disc
galaxy simulation (Fujimoto et al. 2018, 2019) from which we
generate synthetic SFR tracer emission maps. This ENZO simulation
has the advantage that on large scales (100 pc) it agrees with
observational constraints (e.g. the global- and kpc-scale Kennicutt–
Schmidt relations and the phases of the interstellar medium); however, as we demonstrate in Fujimoto et al. (2019), the implemented
feedback mechanisms are insufficient to disperse molecular clouds
MNRAS 497, 5076–5089 (2020)
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surface density, see Chevance et al. 2020) and are dispersed by early,
pre-supernova feedback.
In summary, we have measured the relative change in the characteristic emission time-scales for SFR tracers (H α and UV) as a
result of extinction and how this might be compounded by the nonzero sensitivity limits of observational data. We find that extinction
does not affect the SFR tracer emission time-scales at gas surface
densities g  20 M pc−2 . At higher surface densities, the SFR
tracer emission time-scales may be reduced (relative to the values
presented in Haydon et al. 2018) by a factor as low as R
 = 0.1.
However, the values presented in this work represent extreme limits.
The ineffectiveness of stellar feedback at dispersing molecular clouds
in the simulation used here has enabled us to set limits on the impact
of feedback on SFR tracer time-scales. The resulting correction
factors are critical for informing observational efforts characterizing
the molecular cloud lifecycle using the HEISENBERG code. Future
calibrations using simulations with improved feedback physics will
provide a better description of the embedded phase of massive star
formation and will thus be able to further improve the limits provided
here.
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